Green Lantern Earth One Vol 1
When somebody should go to the book stores, search launch by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in point of
fact problematic. This is why we give the books compilations in this website. It will unconditionally
ease you to see guide Green Lantern Earth One Vol 1 as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you essentially want, you can discover them
rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best place within net
connections. If you mean to download and install the Green Lantern Earth One Vol 1 , it is
completely simple then, back currently we extend the member to purchase and make bargains to
download and install Green Lantern Earth One Vol 1 appropriately simple!

Batman: Earth One Vol. 2 - Geoff Johns
2016-06-21
Following the events of the #1 New York Times
bestselling original graphic novel by Geoff Johns,
comes the highly anticipated sequel Batman:
Earth One Vol. 2! The Riddler has arrived in
Gotham and he’s terrorizing the city with his

own twisted brand of anarchy. But why is he
attacking now, and what is his endgame? The
Riddler isn’t Batman’s only problem, as Killer
Croc is on the streets and his violent crimes
can’t be ignored. Meanwhile, the Dark Knight
has trouble reconciling the increasingly
conflicting ideologies of Alfred Pennyworth and
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James Gordon in this gripping re-imagining of
the Batman mythology. Writer Geoff Johns and
artist Gary Frank bring you Batman as you’ve
never seen him before in this thrilling original
graphic novel that continues their unique take
on the Dark Knight.
Teen Titans: Earth One Vol. 1 - Jeff Lemire
2014-11-25
A new original graphic novel in DC's popular
"Earth One" series, TEEN TITANS: EARTH ONE
follows in the tradition of SUPERMAN: EARTH
ONE and BATMAN: EARTH ONE, both of which
were #1 New York Times bestsellers. The Teen
Titans never felt like normal kids... but they had
no idea how right they were. Their seemingly
idyllic Oregon upbringing hides a secret -- one
that will bring killers, shamans, and
extraterrestrials down on their heads, and force
them into an alliance that could shake the planet
to its foundations! Superstars Jeff Lemire
(ANIMAL MAN, GREEN ARROW) and Terry
Dodson (WONDER WOMAN) reinvent DC's

youngest heroes, with an all-new mythos in an
all-new world!
Green Lantern by Geoff Johns Omnibus Vol. 2 Geoff Johns 2015-08-04
Best-selling writer and Chief Creative Officer of
DC Comics, Geoff Johns revitalized the Green
Lantern franchise in his decade long run
beginning with GREEN LANTERN: REBIRTH
and culminating with WRATH OF THE FIRST
LANTERN. Blackest Night is here as the dead
rise across the cosmos! Hal Jordan and the
battle worn Green Lanterns must unite the new
and different colored Corps if they have any
chance at defeating the seemingly endless and
unstoppable army of the dead. Collects Green
Lantern #26-52, Blackest Night #0-7, DC
Universe #0, Untold Tales of Blackest Night
#1-2, Blackest Night Tales of the Corps #1-2.
Green Lantern Vol. 1: Invictus - Geoffrey Thorne
2021-12-21
Far Sector’s Jo Mullein’s first meeting with the
rest of the Green Lantern Corps gets delayed
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when something causes the Central Power
Battery to explode. Now faced with lost Lanterns
across the cosmos and an unknown threat still
stalking the Corps, Jo must team with Teen
Lantern to uncover the truth and save the other
Lanterns. Green Lantern Vol. 1 Invictus collects
Future State: Green Lantern #1-2 and Green
Lantern #1-4.
The Belfry (One-Shot) - Gabriel Hardman
2017-02-22
When an airliner crashes in a remote jungle,
everyone walks away unscathed only to find you
canÕt escape the lush, brutal world of the
Belfry. From Logan storyboard artist and Hugo
Award-nominated writer/artist GABRIEL
HARDMAN (INVISIBLE REPUBLIC, KINSKI,
Star Wars Legacy), THE BELFRY is a selfcontained one-shot that may just strip you of
your humanity.
Arkham Asylum - 2004
Led by the Joker, the patients of Arkham Asylum
take over the building and threaten to murder

the staff unless Batman agrees to meet with
them, a situation that results in Batman being
pushed to the brink of madness himself.
Green Lantern - Geoff Johns 2007
While rescuing Cowgirl from a group of rebel
Chechens, Hal Jordan, a.k.a. the Green Lantern,
finds himself accused of murder, and must clear
his name despite opposition from the Global
Guardians.
Green Lantern: Hal Jordan Vol. 1 - Priest
2017-01-24
EMERALD DAWN Classic stories of the greatest
Green Lantern, Hal Jordan, are collected in this
new edition for the first time ever! Only the
fearless can be entrusted with a Green
LanternÕs power ring, the universeÕs most
powerful weapon. When Abin Sur, the Green
Lantern of Space Sector 2814, crash-landed on
Earth, he knew it was time to pass the emerald
mantle to a deserving human. After quickly
studying billions of people, the ring selected test
pilot Hal Jordan, who was busy making a mess of
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his life. Now gifted with an incredible trust,
Jordan needs a crash course in both using the
ring and what it means to be a Green Lantern.
And he had better learn fast. Legion, the alien
marauder who has already killed four Green
Lanterns, has arrived on Earth to hunt down his
fifth. Witness the beginning of Hal JordanÕs
heroic career post-Crisis on Infinite Earths, with
legendary comics creators Gerard Jones, Keith
Giffen, M.D. Bright and Romeo Tanghal, in
GREEN LANTERN: HAL JORDAN VOL. 1,
collecting GREEN LANTERN: EMERALD DAWN
#1-6 and GREEN LANTERN: EMERALD DAWN
II #1-6 for the first time in chronological order.
Green Lantern - Geoff Johns 2014
Wrongly accused Simon Baz needs to try to stop
the destructive Third Army from ravaging the
galaxy and solve the mystery of Hal Jordan and
Sinestro's disappearance, all while clearing his
name.
Green Lanterns Vol. 1: Rage Planet - Sam
Humphries 2017-01-31

Part of the most critically acclaimed, bestselling, all-new line of volume one graphic
novels, DC Universe Rebirth! One is all impulse.
The other, all anxiety. Together, they put the
“green” in Green Lantern. Simon Baz and Jessica
Cruz are the latest recruits to the Green Lantern
Corps. They’ve proven themselves capable of
overcoming great fear alongside the Corps and
the Justice League alike. Now Hal Jordan himself
has assigned them the task of protecting the
planet. But they’re still new to the job, with very
little experience and a whole lot to prove. That
makes them the perfect targets. One of the
Green Lanterns’ greatest enemies has returned,
and he has the Earth in his sights. He is
Atrocitus, the tyrannical leader of the Red
Lanterns, and he means to infect the entire
planet with his murderous red rage. Can Jessica
and Simon overcome their differences and wield
the Green Lantern’s light like true partners? Or
will these rookies’ rage help the Red Lanterns
extinguish that light for good? Blazing forth from
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the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth event
comes GREEN LANTERNS VOL. 1: RAGE
PLANET, the start of a thrilling saga starring allnew, all-different heroes from the creative team
of Sam Humphries (Uncanny X-Force) and
Robson Rocha (EARTH 2: WORLD’S
END)—featuring contributions from superstars
Geoff Johns, Ethan Van Sciver, Ed Benes, Tom
Derenick and more! Collects GREEN
LANTERNS: REBIRTH #1 and GREEN
LANTERNS #1-6.Part of the most critically
acclaimed, best-selling, all-new line of volume
one graphic novels, DC Universe Rebirth! One is
all impulse. The other, all anxiety. Together,
they put the “green” in Green Lantern. Simon
Baz and Jessica Cruz are the latest recruits to
the Green Lantern Corps. They’ve proven
themselves capable of overcoming great fear
alongside the Corps and the Justice League
alike. Now Hal Jordan himself has assigned them
the task of protecting the planet. But they’re still
new to the job, with very little experience and a

whole lot to prove. That makes them the perfect
targets. One of the Green Lanterns’ greatest
enemies has returned, and he has the Earth in
his sights. He is Atrocitus, the tyrannical leader
of the Red Lanterns, and he means to infect the
entire planet with his murderous red rage. Can
Jessica and Simon overcome their differences
and wield the Green Lantern’s light like true
partners? Or will these rookies’ rage help the
Red Lanterns extinguish that light for good?
Blazing forth from the blockbuster DC Universe
Rebirth event comes GREEN LANTERNS VOL.
1: RAGE PLANET, the start of a thrilling saga
starring all-new, all-different heroes from the
creative team of Sam Humphries (Uncanny XForce) and Robson Rocha (EARTH 2: WORLD’S
END)—featuring contributions from superstars
Geoff Johns, Ethan Van Sciver, Ed Benes, Tom
Derenick and more! Collects GREEN
LANTERNS: REBIRTH #1 and GREEN
LANTERNS #1-6.
Exile on the Planet of the Apes Vol.1 Downloaded from
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Corinna Sara Bechko 2012-12-12
Ape society is evolving, yet not all primates are
considered equal. Humans alone lack the power
of speech. Two years ago, Dr. Zaius banished all
humans from Ape City, launching a campaign of
eradication. But one among them was taught to
communicate with his hands. Now the human
rebellion has begun. They don’t need to speak to
find their voice... Collecting the critically
acclaimed series, find out what happens 18
years before the arrival of Colonel George Taylor
from the original 1968 PLANET OF THE APES
movie! Written by fan favorites Corinna Bechko
and Gabriel Hardman and drawn by red hot
artist Marc Laming (THE RINSE).
Green Lantern Legacy - Joe Kelly 2004
When the Justice League of America and former
Green Lanterns want Hal Jordan forgotten, Tom
and Hal's son Marty must figure out how to
fulfill his final request.
Green Lantern - Keith Griffen 2008-04-18

The Green Lantern Omnibus - Gardner
Francis Fox 2011
Written by JOHN BROOME and GARDNER FOX
Art by GIL KANE, JOE GIELLA and SID GREENE
Cover by GIL KANE and MURPHY ANDERSON A
second massive collection of GL epics from
issues #22-45! As Hal Jordan becomes a master
of his power ring, he faces off against some of
his most classic and deadliest foes, including
Sinestro, Star Sapphire, Sonar, the Shark and
the Tattooed Man.
Superman: Earth One - J. Michael Straczynski
2013-05-07
Forget everything you know about The Man of
Steel and brace yourself for a staggering new
take on the world's most popular Super Hero.
Best-selling, Hugo Award-winning writer J.
Michael Straczynski (BRAVE AND THE BOLD,
THOR, BABYLON 5) and red-hot rising star
artist Shane Davis (GREEN LANTERN,
SUPERMAN/BATMAN) team up for this exciting
launch of the EARTH ONE graphic novel series.
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Set in an all-new continuity re-imagining DC's
top heroes, EARTH ONE is a new wave of
original, stand-alone graphic novels produced by
the top writers and artists in the industry. The
groundbreaking new line rockets into effect
right here with the Super Hero who started it
all-Superman! What would happen if the origin
of The Man of Tomorrow were introduced today
for the very first time? Return to Smallville and
experience the journey of Earth's favorite
adopted son as he grows from boy to Superman
like you've never seen before!
Batman: Earth One Vol. 3 - Geoff Johns
2021-06-08
Harvey Dent is dead. Or is he? A gang of thieves
thrusts Gotham City into a state of fear when
they are mysteriously well-armed with militarygrade weapons: flamethrowers, grenade
launchers, and even tanks. And this gang claims
it is funded by none other than former district
attorney Harvey Dent. Balancing his two lives,
Bruce Wayne must find the truth by tapping his

growing network of agents, including Alfred
Pennyworth, Jim Gordon, Waylon “Killer Croc”
Jones, and the savvy new Catwoman. Bruce is
distracted by the seemingly impossible return of
another figure believed dead: his grandfather
Adrian Arkham. He must also comfort his
longtime friend, Gotham City mayor Jessica
Dent, who is scarred both physically and
mentally from her experience with the Riddler,
which resulted in the gruesome death of her
brother. But is Harvey back, plotting revenge on
a city he proclaims to be guilty? When Batman
discovers the truth behind these many
mysteries, his entire world unravels...
Green Lantern Vol. 1: Sinestro (The New 52)
- Geoff Johns 2013-01-08
As part of the DC Comics-The New 52, the first
six issues of the star-spanning series from
superstar writer Geoff Johns and artist Doug
Mahnke is collected here in hardcover! In the
aftermath of a deadly showdown between the
Green Lantern Corps and a mysterious foe from
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the past, Hal Jordan has been stripped of his
ring. Left standing is an unexpected new Green
Lantern in town: Sinestro! And now, this
renegade GL has set a course for Korugar with
one purpose: To free his homeworld from the
scourge of his own Sinestro Corps, with the notso-willing help of Hal Jordan! The volume
collects issues 1-6 of Green Lantern, part of the
DC Comics-The New 52 event.
The Wrath of the First Lantern - Geoff Johns
2014
With Hal Jordan and Sinestro trapped in a dark
dimension, the newest Green Lantern, Simon
Baz, must learn to wield his power and face the
Third Army, an unstoppable force with the
power of the First Lantern, alone.
Green Lantern by Geoff Johns Book Four - Geoff
Johns 2020-12-29
The New York Times bestselling and critically
acclaimed series Green Lantern written by Geoff
Johns continues! Setting the stage for the Green
Lanterns' role in FINAL CRISIS comes Part 1 of

"The Alpha Lanterns." Who are the AlphaLanterns? What bizarre cosmic surgery have
they undergone? And how will they affect the
future of the Green Lantern Corps? In the
aftermath of the Sinestro Corps War, the Green
Lanterns are undergoing an unprecedented
reconstruction and reinvention, and the
controversial Alpha-Lantern project is in full
effect. Meanwhile, with Sinestro's true
machinations for his war revealed to Earth's
prime Green Lanterns, Hal Jordan and John
Stewart, debate rages across Oa as lines are
drawn and crossed, new bonds are formed, and
old ones broken. The prelude to "The Blackest
Night" also begins here! They come from a place
of great anger and hatred. They are the Red
Lanterns and they will have their revenge
against the greatest Green Lantern -- Sinestro.
That is, unless the Guardians have theirs first.
Collects Final Crisis: Rage of the Red Lanterns
#1, Green Lantern #26-38.
Green Lantern: John Stewart - A Celebration
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of 50 Years - Dennis O'Neil 2021-06-22
Fifty years after John Stewart’s debut, this
collection highlights the character’s greatest
moments over the decades-both spacefaring and
earthbound-from his first appearance in the
legendary O’Neil/Adams Green Lantern run, to
taking over from Hal Jordan as Earth’s Green
Lantern, to being rechristened as the first mortal
Guardian of the Universe. This volume includes
Green Lantern Vol. 2 #87, #182, and #185,
Green Lantern Vol. 3 #74 and #156, Green
Lantern Vol. 4 #49, Green Lantern: Mosaic #18,
and Justice League of America #110.
The Green Lantern Season Two (2020-2021) #11
- Grant Morrison 2021-02-09
Hal Jordan’s future as a Green Lantern is
threatened when the Young Guardians’ plans to
restructure the Corps move into high gear.
What’s a guy to do but take a vacation? But
when Jordan arrives on the swords-and-sorcery
world of Athmoora for some R&R, he comes face
to face with the biggest threat the universe has

ever known-and a coalition of foes determined to
bring his career and his story to its apocalyptic
end! You cannot miss the game-changing twopart finale of Morrison and Sharp’s epic run...
Green Lantern - Len Wein 2012
YA. Graphic Novel. In 1984, DC Comics
introduced British artist Dave Gibbons to U.S.
readers with GREEN LANTERN 172, the start of
a popular run by Gibbons and writer Len Wein,
best known as the creator of both Swamp Thing
and Wolverine. Over the course of thirteen
action packed issues, Green Lantern battled
some of his greatest foes, clashed with the
Guardians of the Universe, and was replaced by
another human Green Lantern--John Stewart!
This title is a showcase for the art of Dave
Gibbons, who moved straight from GREEN
LANTERN to WATCHMEN, the best-selling
graphic novel of all time. Gibbons returned to
the world of GREEN LANTERN in 2007 as the
writer of the new series GREEN LANTERN
CORPS.
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Heathentown - Corinna Sara Bechko 2010
When Anna travels deep within the Florida
Everglades to attend her closest friend's funeral
she finds herself in an eerie, small town where
death may not be the end. To discover the truth,
she digs up her lover's coffin, starting a chain
reaction which brings an ancient malevolence
into the town bent on Anna's destruction!
Green Lantern: Earth One Vol. 1 - Gabriel
Hardman 2018-03-20
The newest Earth One original graphic novel
presents an all-new origin for the Emerald
Warrior! Hal Jordan yearns for the thrill of
discovery, but the days when astronaut and
adventure were synonymous are long gone. His
gig prospecting asteroids for Ferris Galactic is
less than fulfilling-but at least he's not on Earth,
where technology and culture have stagnated.
When Jordan finds a powerful ring, he also finds
a destiny to live up to. There are worlds beyond
his own, unlike anything he ever imagined. But
revelation comes with a price: the Green Lantern

Corps has fallen, wiped out by ruthless killing
machines known as Manhunters. The odds
against reviving the Corps are nearly
impossible...but doing the impossible is exactly
what Hal Jordan was trained to do! Cowriter/artist Gabriel Hardman (Invisible
Republic) and co-writer Corinna Bechko bring us
a soaring original graphic novel that takes a
radical new look at the mythology of Green
Lantern and provides a great entry point for new
readers
The Green Lantern (2018-) #1 - Grant Morrison
2018-11-07
Superstar writer Grant Morrison (Batman, AllStar Superman) returns to DC alongside red-hot
artist Liam Sharp (The Brave AND the Bold,
Wonder Woman) to launch a new, ongoing
series: THE GREEN LANTERN! In this debut
issue, when EarthÕs space cop, Hal Jordan,
encounters an alien hiding in plain sight, it sets
off a chain of events that rocks the Green
Lantern CorpsÑand quite possibly the
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Multiverse at largeÑto its very core. ThereÕs an
inter-galactic conspiracy afoot, as well as a
traitor in the GL CorpsÕ ranks, so strap in for
more mind-bending adventures in this
masterpiece in the making.
Green Lantern: Earth One Vol. 1 - Gabriel
Hardman 2018-03-20
In the newest installment of the hit Earth One
original graphic novel line, creators Gabriel
Hardman and Corinna Bechko (Invisible
Republic, Star Wars: Legacy) reimagine Hal
Jordan and the Green Lantern Corps in this
modern sci-fi epic! Hal Jordan yearns for the
thrill of discovery, but the days when astronaut
and adventure were synonymous are long gone.
His gig prospecting asteroids for Ferris Galactic
is less than fulfilling--but at least he's not on
Earth, where technology and culture have
stagnated. When Jordan finds a powerful ring, he
also finds a destiny to live up to. There are
worlds beyond his own, unlike anything he ever
imagined. But revelation comes with a price: the

Green Lantern Corps has fallen, wiped out by
ruthless killing machines known as Manhunters.
The odds against reinstating the Corps are
nearly impossible... but doing the impossible is
exactly what Hal Jordan was trained to do!
Wonder Woman: Earth One Vol. 1 - Grant
Morrison 2016-04-12
#1 NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! From the
masterful minds of Grant Morrison (FINAL
CRISIS, THE MULTIVERSITY) and Yanick
Paquette (SWAMP THING, BATMAN, INC.)
comes the most provocative origin of Wonder
Woman you’ve ever seen--a wholly unique
retelling that still honors her origins. For
millennia, the Amazons of Paradise Island have
created a thriving society away from the blight
of man. One resident, however, is not satisfied
with this secluded life--Diana, Princess of the
Amazons, knows there is more in this world and
wants to explore, only to be frustrated by her
protective mother, Hippolyta. Diana finds her
escape when Air Force pilot Steve Trevor, the
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first man she has ever seen, crashes onto their
shores. With his life hanging in the balance,
Diana ventures into the long-forbidden world of
men. The Amazons chase after her and bring her
back to Paradise Island in chains to face trial for
breaking their oldest law--staying separated
from the world that wronged them. Thoughtprovoking yet reverent, thoroughly modern but
still timeless, the power and courage of Paradise
Island’s greatest champion--Wonder Woman--is
introduced in this addition to DC Comics’ NEW
YORK TIMES best-selling EARTH ONE original
graphic novel series.
Sinestro's Law - Robert Venditti 2017
Hal Jordan is about to go from the head of the
Green Lantern Corps to an army of one. Jordan's
long, illustrious-and tumultuous-tenure with the
Corps takes several hairpin turns. At lightspeed.
Toward a black hole. In a blender! For starters,
the Green Lantern Corps has disappeared, and
now Sinestro's own Corps enforces his uniquely
brutal brand of law and order in the universe. As

a result, Jordan has no ring to sling, or Sector
2814 (a.k.a. Earth) to protect. (So more of the
usual for Hal!) Green Lantern veteran Robert
Venditti teams up with Rafa Sandoval and Ethan
Van Sciver to pilot HAL JORDAN & THE GREEN
LANTERN CORPS VOL. 1! Collects HAL
JORDAN & THE GREEN LANTERN CORPS #1-6
and HAL JORDAN & THE GREEN LANTERN
CORPS- REBIRTH #1. Rebirth honors the
richest history in comics, while continuing to
look towards the future. These are the most
innovative and modern stories featuring the
world's greatest superheroes, told by some of
the finest storytellers in the business. Honoring
the past, protecting our present, and looking
towards the future. This is the next chapter in
the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy
continues.
Invisible Republic Vol. 1 - Gabriel Hardman
2015-08-26
When a reporter unearths the secret history of
the recently deposed dictator of a remote
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colonized moon, he discovers exposing secrets
can deadly. Collects INVISIBLE REPUBLIC #1-5.
The Green Lantern Season Two Vol. 1 - Grant
Morrison 2020-12-01
Eisner-Award winning author Grant Morrison
and artist Liam Sharp continue their bold and
imaginative take on the Green Lantern!
Following the Blackstar incursion, Hal Jordan
and the Green Lanterns must put the world back
together after the battles that weakened the GL
Corps to less than a shadow of what it once was.
Hal’s next mission is his most critical...he needs
to find the Young Guardians, the next generation
of cosmic immortals. Will Hal be able to find the
new heroes the world needs? Or will threats like
Hyperman and Hyperwoman and the Anti-Matter
Lantern Corps keep him from completing his
mission? Collects Green Lantern: Blackstars
#1-3 and The Green Lantern Season Two #1-6.
Green Lantern Corps - Dave Gibbons
2010-03-01
Guy Gardner has completed his punishment but

faces one last tricky assignment.
Green Lantern: Kyle Rayner Vol. 1 - Ron
Marz 2017-10-10
From Ron Marz, Darryl Banks and Romeo
Tanghal comes GREEN LANTERN: KYLE
RAYNER VOL. 1, collecting the classic Green
Lantern adventures long out of print! Hal Jordan
had been Earth’s Green Lantern—a proud hero
in an even prouder tradition. But even heroes
have their limits, and when his hometown of
Coast City was destroyed by Mongul, Hal Jordan
reached his. When the Green Lantern Corps’
creators refused Hal the power to change the
past, something inside him snapped. He crossed
the line he had sworn he never would, and
stripped the Guardians of the Universe and their
legendary Green Lantern Corps of every shred of
power they had, killing many of them in the
process. He became a man consumed with his
own rage, and an era of heroism ended. The ring
and legend of the Corps, however, would not be
extinguished. The lone surviving Guardian has
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come to Earth and bequeathed the final power
ring to a young man named Kyle Rayner. With it,
a new chapter in the legacy of Green Lantern
has begun. But this time, there’s no one to train
the new bearer of the ring, and he must learn to
wield it in a trial by fire against some of the DC
Universe’s most powerful threats! For the first
time ever, this volume collects GREEN
LANTERN #48-57, NEW TITANS #116-117 and
R.E.B.E.L.S. #1.
Green Lantern by Geoff Johns Omnibus Vol.
1 - Geoff Johns 2015-02-03
The New York Times best-selling and critically
acclaimed series GREEN LANTERN written by
Geoff Johns begins here! It's been years since
the the death of Hal Jordan and the end of the
Green Lantern Corps. But as the Torchbearer
Kyle Rayner is about to find out, the adventure
of epic and mythological proportions is about to
begin as the former Lantern returns to the land
of the living to atone for his sins. And the cosmos
will never be the same as Sinestro wages his war

against the Green Lanterns with his newly
founded, Sinestro Corps! This volume collects:
Green Lantern Rebirth #1-6, Green Lantern
Corps Recharge #1-5, Green Lantern #1-25,
Green Lantern Corps #14-18, Green Lantern:
Sinestro Corps Special #1, Green Lantern
Secret Files 2005 #1, Tales of the Sinestro
Corps: Superman Prime #1 and Green
Lantern/Sinestro Corps Secret Files #1.
Green Lantern: The Sinestro Corps War - Geoff
Johns 2011-09-20
Sinestro -- Hal Jordan's former mentor and archnemesis -- has gathered an army of soldiers
fueled by the fear they instill in others,
consisting of Arkillo, Karu-Sil, the CyborgSuperman, and hundreds more of the most
terrifying villains the universe has ever seen!
Former Green Lantern Kyle Rayner has been
possessed by the entity known as Parallax and
now assists the Sinestro Corps in cutting a
swath of evil across the universe. Trapped in the
depths of the Sinestro Corps' Citadel and faceDownloaded from
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to-face with the Guardian of Sinestro's army of
fear, Hal Jordan must find the will-power to
battle these terrible foes. And as one of the Book
of Oa's prophecies comes true, the Green
Lantern Corps makes a last stand that reveals
the reincarnation of one of their fold!
The Green Lantern Vol. 1: Intergalactic Lawman
- Grant Morrison 2019-07-16
Legendary writer Grant Morrison is taking
Green Lantern back to his roots, exploring the
popular hero's role as the universe's best space
cop. It's Law and Order in space as Hal Jordan
encounters a mysterious alien hiding in plain
sight, setting off a chain of events that will bring
the Green Lantern Corps to its knees! When
Green Lantern Hal Jordan encounters an alien
hiding in plain sight, it sets off a chain of events
that rocks the Green Lantern Corps to its
foundations. There's an intergalactic conspiracy
afoot, and a traitor within the Corps might be
pulling the strings... Then, the Earth itself has
vanished and been put up for auction to a buyer

whose claim may be impossible to break without
Hal violating the Lanterns' most cherished rule!
With vivid new takes on the Controllers, the
Darkstars, the Guardians of the Universe and
many more Green Lantern enemies and allies
drawn from decades of DC Comics, Morrison
and Sharp spin an epic tale that ranges from
Earth to the farthest reaches of space, starting
in The Green Lantern: Intergalactic Lawman,
collecting issues #1-6 of the new hit series!
Collects The Green Lantern #1-6.
Blackest Night Saga (DC Essential Edition) Geoff Johns 2019-02-12
A war has been brewing between the different
colored Lantern Corps—the Green fighting the
Yellow, the Red trying to destroy all, the Blue
attempting to broker peace among the tribes.
However, the real battle is yet to come: the
undead Black Lanterns are coming and
seemingly nothing can stop them. Putting aside
old vendettas, it’s up to Hal Jordan and the
Green Lantern Corps to lead DC’s greatest
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champions as well as their deadliest foes in a
battle to save the universe from an army of the
dead. Collects Blackest Night #0-8.
Green Lantern Vol. 1: Sinestro (The New 52) Geoff Johns 2013-01-08
A New York Times Bestseller As part of the DC
Comics—The New 52, the first six issues of the
star-spanning series from superstar writer Geoff
Johns and artist Doug Mahnke is collected here
in hardcover! In the aftermath of a deadly
showdown between the Green Lantern Corps
and a mysterious foe from the past, Hal Jordan
has been stripped of his ring. Left standing is an
unexpected new Green Lantern in town:
Sinestro! And now, this renegade GL has set a
course for Korugar with one purpose: To free his
homeworld from the scourge of his own Sinestro
Corps, with the not-so-willing help of Hal Jordan!
The volume collects issues 1-6 of Green Lantern,
part of the DC Comics—The New 52 event.
Green Lantern: Earth One Vol. 2 - Gabriel
Hardman 2020-06-09

"Hal Jordan yearns for the thrill of discovery, but
the days when astronaut and adventure were
synonymous are long past. His gig prospecting
asteroids for Ferris Galactic is less than
fulfilling--but least he's not on Earth, where
technology and culture have stagnated. He
might be a nobody, but he's in space. When
Jordan finds a powerful ring, he also finds a
destiny to live up to. There are worlds beyond
his own, unlike anything he ever imagined. But
revelation comes with a price: the Green Lantern
Corps has fallen, long since murdered by
ruthless killing machines known as Manhunters.
The odds against reinstating the Corps are
nearly impossible...but doing the impossible is
exactly what an astronaut like Hal Jordan was
trained to do"-Superman: Earth One Vol. 3 - J. Michael
Straczynski 2015-11-24
The follow-up to the NEW YORK TIMES #1
bestselling graphic novels SUPERMAN: EARTH
ONE VOL. 1 and 2 is here! Written by J. Michael
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Straczynski with art by Ardian Syaf (BATGIRL),
SUPERMAN: EARTH ONE VOL. 3 follows a
young Clark Kent as he continues his journey
toward becoming the World's Greatest Super
Hero. After defeating villains terrestrial and
beyond, Superman faces a threat that he can't
simply outmuscle. A threat smarter, more
cunning and deadly than he can imagine: the
Luthors!
Blackest Night - Geoff Johns 2011-07-19
Geoff Johns (GREEN LANTERN: SINESTRO
CORPS WAR, THE FLASH, ACTION COMICS,
JSA) and superstar artist Ivan Reis raise the
dead in a story that rocks the foundations of the
DC Universe! Throughout the decades, death

has plagued the DC Universe and taken the lives
of heroes and villains alike. But to what end? As
the war between the different colored Lantern
Corps rages on, the prophecy of the Blackest
Night descends and it's up to Hal Jordan and the
Green Lantern Corps to lead DC's greatest
champions in a battle to save the Universe from
an army of undead Black Lanterns made up of
fallen Green Lanterns and DC's deceased heroes
and villains. This collection of the bestselling
epic is the culmination of the events that Geoff
Johns has been leading to since he relaunched
the Green Lantern franchise in 2006! Collects
BLACKEST NIGHT #0-8-
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